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Support Like You’ve Never Seen Before:
100% Committed to 100% Success

Today’s business world is nonstop, global in
nature, and more competitive than ever. Success
in this world requires innovation, speed, and
dependability. For IT, it means newer, better
solutions deployed in less time and without
disruption. It means the ability to operate
more eﬃciently and eﬀectively, so you can
innovate your business, drive down costs, and
maximize your return on investment. The SAP®
ActiveEmbedded service is designed to help
you meet these challenges head-on so that IT
can better serve your business.
THE DRIVE TO GROW
Growth. Every business wants it, and the job of every IT
organization is to make it happen. In fulfilling this mandate,
IT organizations reinforce their leadership role within the
business as the business moves forward.
To support growth, IT needs to take on the challenges that
stand in the way. No business today can tolerate lengthy
implementations that deliver limited value. Businesses want
targeted implementation projects that deliver solid business
benefits. Businesses run on a 24x7 basis. Halting operations
to accommodate an implementation is not an option.
Once a solution is implemented, the job for IT is twofold. On the
one hand, it must ensure round-the-clock, eﬃcient operations
to drive down costs and maximize the value of investments
made. On the other hand, it must orient operations to enable
ongoing innovation. Running solutions at peak performance
while enabling the changes required to compete in a constantly
evolving market is what makes IT valuable to the business.
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IMPLEMENT, OPERATE, AND INNOVATE BETTER
To help you meet these challenges, SAP oﬀers SAP
ActiveEmbedded – a premium support engagement.
An active support partnership, SAP ActiveEmbedded
supports you throughout the implementation, operations,
and innovation lifecycles. It delivers a unique combination
of on-site services provided by an embedded support
team and engineering services performed by professionals
worldwide of unparalleled expertise.
SAP ActiveEmbedded maximizes the value of your investments
by accelerating knowledge and skills transfer and helping you
implement solutions that are manageable, supportable, scalable, and optimized. As you build your new solution, you have
access to the depth of knowledge SAP experts represent and
guidance on how you can implement quickly without disrupting
your daily business. This helps ensure top performance of your
software from the first moment of productive use.
In the operations phase, we focus on helping you optimize your
solution environment so that you can run SAP software like a
well-operated factory. You’ll achieve the eﬃciency you need to
drive down costs and the ROI you require to justify your investment and reduce your overall total cost of ownership.
Because we’re on-site, fully informed of your business operations,
and alert to your business tempo, we can spot opportunities
for innovation. We are fully equipped to help you speed up
your adoption of game-changing technologies, including those
associated with the SAP HANA® platform and mobile solutions
from SAP.
SAP ActiveEmbedded helps you stay ahead of the curve and
out in front of the competition. Whether it’s evolutionary
innovation such as functional enhancements and new user
experiences or breakthrough innovation such as entirely new
business processes or game-changing technologies – we’re
here to help you get the job done right.

SAP ActiveEmbedded delivers a unique
combination of on-site services provided
by an embedded support team and engineering services performed by professionals worldwide of unparalleled expertise.

In the end, SAP ActiveEmbedded helps maximize the value of
your investment in both SAP and non-SAP solutions. With a
more eﬀective IT environment, you’ll improve business performance and competitive advantage, thereby gaining the means
to achieve continued success over the long term.
Embedded Support
It all starts with a hands-on approach. We embed seasoned
experts from the SAP Active Global Support (SAP AGS) organization into your Customer Center of Expertise (Customer COE)
team. This enables us to execute your business strategy as
engaged partners.
Your embedded team includes an engineering architect and at
least one technical quality manager. The job of the engineering
architect is to produce a value realization plan for the Customer
COE. Aligned at the executive level, the engineering architect

explains to decision makers the business value of a standardized, vertically integrated technology environment and develops
a road map for a business or IT transformation. Throughout the
engagement, the engineering architect tracks performance
with the help of balanced scorecards. This allows IT to demonstrate exactly how its skillful application of enabling technology
is helping the business meet its objectives.
Paired with your competency center staﬀ in corresponding
roles, the lead and role-specific technical quality managers
provide guidance on continuous improvement and innovation,
how to recognize opportunities, and how to act on them. When
specific services are delivered, it is the technical quality manager who coordinates activities, implements the service, and
drives the follow-up activities.

SUPPORT LIKE YOU’VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE
Over the course of 40+ years, the experts of the SAP® Active Global Support organization have pretty much seen it all – and responded. From our vantage
point of solution operations, we scrutinize your entire software landscape with an eye to what works and what doesn’t in the particular context of your
business. The sole aim of our wide array of highly developed skills is to help you move your business forward eﬀectively and eﬃciently. We are uniquely
positioned to do this because of our focus on solution operations.
Because we concentrate on solution operations, our nearly 6,000 support engineers know beforehand how an implementation will run in the wider context
of your productive software landscape and with your business processes. We give you the tools and insight to implement the right solutions for your business faster and better. That means we can help you optimize your software before it goes live.
We do the same when it comes to software innovations. With our knowledge about what works and what doesn’t, we prepare your solution landscape and
furnish you with know-how to achieve software innovation on an ongoing basis to advance your business without disrupting it.
Our unique perspective and services have translated into more than 250,000 customers worldwide who achieve the highest software availability, performance, and supportability on a daily basis.
The evidence speaks for itself: the SAP ActiveEmbedded service is unique. You won’t find expertise like ours anywhere else in the market. Simply put, it’s
support like you’ve never seen before.
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Services are delivered by SAP AGS, which serves as your global
back oﬃce. SAP AGS leverages the entire SAP organization for
skills and expertise using a defined delivery model that maintains high quality and consistency across all deliverables. The
global back oﬃce works with your embedded SAP experts to
provide a wide range of premium services that can be tailored
to meet your unique requirements and deliver the expertise
you need. These services provide the resources you need to
move forward – remotely or on-site – according to what works
best for you.
SAP Rapid Prototyping
As a customer of SAP ActiveEmbedded, you can take advantage of the SAP Rapid Prototyping services. These premium
engagement services allow you to test-drive innovative new
SAP software on-site – including applications powered by
SAP HANA and a wide range of mobile solutions – in a highly
convenient and accelerated way prior to making a committed
investment. This gives you the exciting chance to experience
the value of cutting-edge software directly in your own business environment.
Delivered within 90 days, engagements are individually scoped
based on the scenarios and requirements you define. You’ll see
firsthand how our solutions can help enhance your business.

You’ll learn how support is delivered for game-changing technologies. The end result is less risk, greater value for your
overall technology investments, and a dramatically improved
ability to capitalize on business opportunities as they emerge.
BETTER IMPLEMENTATION, OPERATIONS, AND
INNOVATION
Ultimately, SAP ActiveEmbedded is designed to help you
implement, operate, and innovate better. On-site embedded
experts who know your business and your technical environment help you get up and running with new technologies and
solutions quickly. With our proven methodologies and delivery
models, you’ll be serving your customers like never before
while improving the way you do business. You may just become
a game-changer yourself.
FIND OUT MORE
To learn more about how SAP ActiveEmbedded can help
you implement, operate, and innovate better, call your
SAP representative today or visit us online at
www.sap.com/services-and-support/support/index.epx or
www.sapsupport.info.

